Architectural

Security Barrier

The Palisade-KC Fence System
provides an attractive solution for
pedestrian-resistant security barriers.
Utilizing high-strength steel
components, this affordable security
fence system is configurable to meet
a wide range of risk-based
requirements.

Utility/Public Works
Commercial Perimeters
Sports Facilities
Military Sites
Public Facilities
Schools
Transportation Facilities

BENEFITS
Deter and Delay

The Palisade-KC system presents an architecturally-pleasing
security barrier design that deters potential attacks with pale
designs to discourage scaling and delays intrusion with highstrength steel construction designed to withstand impact.

Fast Installation

Because of its unique rail support, this security fence can be
installed in as little as half the time required of conventional
systems that are set between posts.

Security Integration

This barrier solution can be integrated with Intrusion Detection and
other electronic security components, protecting cabling through a
raceway of steel rails within the framework of the Palisade-KC
Fence System.

Long Service Life

High-quality galvanized steel is coated with our exclusive superdurable, Architectural Grade Powder Coating, providing the
industry’s longest-lasting protection.

The Fast-Installing Security Fence System
Panels

Panel Configurations

Panels feature strong and secure steel pales, available in a full range of top
designs, depending on the security and architectural requirements. With
standard heights of 8’, 10’ and 12’, Palisade-KC is an effective and
attractive security barrier.

Posts and Rails

Panels are installed on rails in front of the posts, allowing for a finished
appearance that is seamless for fence lines of any length. This
configuration allows for fast installation – and means that exact post
spacings are not a requirement!

Gates

Pinnacle

Choose from a wide range of gate styles, including pedestrian and drive
swing gates, as well as slide and cantilever gates.

Coating

Palisade-KC panels and gates are manufactured with galvanized
tubular steel, then protected by Kingcats CN’s exclusive SuperDurable powder coating. This coating provides longer

protection from U.V. rays and salt spray than either E-Coat or standard
polyester coatings.

Warranty

Palisade-KC is backed by a 15-Year
Manufacturer’s Warranty, giving you the peace of
mind that the world’s leading producer of fencing
stands behind this product.

Defender

Palisade-KC Technical Data
Standard Configuration
Panel Height
8
10
12

Pales

O/C Spacing

Rails

Posts

13 ga.
13 ga.
13 ga.

5-15/16"
5-15/16"
5-15/16"

2" TS x 14 ga.
2" TS x 14 ga.
2" TS x 14 ga.

4" TS x 11 ga.
4" TS x 11 ga.
4" TS x 11 ga.

Note: Specifications subject to change based on specific project requirements.
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Securing what matters

